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Measurements of radiation near an atomic spectral line from the interaction of a 30 GeV electron
beam and a long plasma
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Emissions produced or initiated by a 30-GeV electron beam propagating through a;1-m long heat pipe
oven containing neutral and partially ionized vapor have been measured near atomic spectral lines in a
beam-plasma wakefield experiment. The Cerenkov spatial profile has been studied as a function of oven
temperature and pressure, observation wavelength, and ionizing laser intensity and delay. The Cerenkov peak
angle is affected by the creation of plasma, and estimates of neutral and plasma density have been extracted.
Increases in visible background radiation, consistent with increased plasma recombination emissions due to
dissipation of wakefields, were simultaneously measured.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Intense electron beam-plasma interactions have app
tions to advanced accelerators@1–3#, plasma lenses@4#, and
radiation sources such as ion channel lasers@5# and wake
radiation from magnetized plasmas@6#. Plasma accelerator
are studied as alternatives to conventional RF accelerato
they can provide accelerating gradients that are severa
ders of magnitude larger. The wakefield amplitude is ma
mized when the length of the driving~electron or laser!
pulse, L, is on the order of the plasma wavelength,lp ,
wherelp52pc/vp , vp5ANee

2/mee0, andNe is the elec-
tron plasma density@1#. For drive beams with a duration o
0.1–1 ps, the corresponding plasma densities
1017–1015 cm23. As the coupling between the drive bea
and plasma is largely determined byNe , its measurement is
an essential aspect of plasma accelerators.

Radiation, such as Cerenkov radiation~CR!, optical tran-
sition radiation~OTR!, and recombination radiation~RR!,
produced or initiated by the electron beam (e beam! can
provide an opportunity to measure the plasma and w
properties. CR has been widely applied in high energy ph
ics for particle identification, through use of the Cerenk
cutoff condition,g221uc

2;2(n21) ~small angles!, which
depends on the electron velocity,v, where g5(1
2v2/c2)21/2, n is the index of refraction of the medium
anduc is the CR cone angle. In contrast to the usual imp
mentations, we operate in the limitg22!n21, which al-
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lows measurement of the properties of the medium, rat
than thee beam. CR@7# is produced when the speed of ligh
in the medium,c/n, is less than that of the electrons. Th
index of refraction of the medium, neglecting absorption, c
be modeled by

n21; (
species,s

Nse
2f ik

2mee0~v res
2 2v2!

2
Ne

2Ncr
, ~1!

whereNs is the species density~neutrals and/or ions!, f ik is
the oscillator strength,v res is the frequency of the atomic
resonance, andNcr5v2mee0 /e2 is the critical density at the
observation frequencyv. Expressions for the spectral flu
density and photon levels of CR can be found in stand
texts @7#.

In this paper, we present experimental results on a d
nostic method involving the interaction of relativistic beam
with media ~neutral and partially ionized gas, plasmas, a
thin foils!. Experiments on neutral and plasma density m
surements in a Li oven are described, with operation on
long wavelength side of an atomic spectral resonance so a
allow CR emission. CR is then produced with an intens
distribution that is peaked at the phase matched cone an
uc

2;2(n21) ~small angles!, and can provide a measure o
changes inNs ~i.e., due to ionization!, Ne , andv res on the
timescale of thee beam bunchlength.

These results are of interest to the research area of
vanced accelerators and radiation sources, as well as o
fields. The generation of Cerenkov radiation near x-ray re
nances has been proposed as a short pulse x-ray source@8,9#.
The high electric and magnetic fields, such as present in
e-
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reported experiment~or in other plasma wakefield acceler
tor experiments at lower energy!, along with the near reso
nance radiation generated in the experiments, could be
by atomic physicists studying the physics of atoms in ult
high intensity fields. Finally, the Cerenkov radiation ne
atomic spectral lines has been studied in high energy as
physics@10#.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In theE157 plasma wakefield acceleration experiment@3#
at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Final Focus Test Beam
2 ps ~rms! long, 30-GeVe-beam bunch with 231010 par-
ticles in a 30–100mm spot traverses a Li heat pipe@11#
oven ~Fig. 1!. In this scheme, the electron bunch blows o
plasma electrons, producing transverse focusing forces a
the bunch~that lead to betatron oscillations in thee-beam
envelope! and longitudinal accelerating forces as the plas
electrons return at the electron bunch tail. The design va
of plasma density, 231014 cm23, was chosen to optimize
both the longitudinal field and the fraction of the tail ele
trons that can experience acceleration.

Measurements described below were taken with two
ens, one of Li column length 1.35 m@12#, plugged by He at
a partial pressure of 450 mTorr, the other of length 1 m with
200 mTorr He@13#. The Li neutral density was typically
;1015 cm23. An ArF excimer laser operating at 193 n
~UV! partially ionized the Li@12,13#. The UV was incoupled
and outcoupled by dielectric coated fused Silica fo
150 mm thick, separated by 2.5 m. The opposite side of
foil was coated with Al fore-beam spot size monitoring us
ing OTR @14#. Images of the downstream foil and far fie
~focus at infinity! radiation intensity profiles upstream an
downstream were measured with 14 and 16 bit coo
CCD’s. The plasma density seen by thee beam was change
by varying the time between laser ande-beam injection.

FIG. 1. ~Color! Experimental setup.
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III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

A. Neutral density diagnosis

To benchmark the CR component against theory, ini
measurements were done on propagating thee beam through
He and neutral Li. The observed radiation on the dow
stream foil~see Fig. 1! consisted of OTR and CR. OTR from
the 30 GeV beam had been previously studied for spot
and divergence measurements@14# and is well understood
First, thee beam was propagated in a He-filled oven at roo
temperature. Analysis of the observed ringlike radiation p
tern ~at 676.4 nm, far separated from the He ground st
atomic resonance of 58.4 nm! resulted in a density tha
agreed to within 10% with the density given by the ideal g
law at 100 Torr and 400 Torr.

In the Li-filled heat pipe oven, in which the Li column i
confined by two short He plugs, concentric cones cor
sponding to the Li and He regions were observed@Fig. 2~a!#.
Far field images recorded from 676.4 nm~1.5 nm BW! to
,670.8 nm~the Li ground state resonance wavelength! are
shown in Fig. 2~b!. We observed:~i! disappearance of CR
from Li on the short wavelength side of the resonance, wh
the index of refraction drops belowv/c, ~ii ! increase in cone
radius, and~iii ! increase in the cone width as the observat
wavelength approaches the spectral line. CR cones from
were compared at 800 nm, 700 nm, and 676.4 nm and,
spite the increasing proximity to the spectral resonan
yielded estimates of neutral density that agreed within 7%

CR was also recorded during oven cool down to study
dependence of the CR cone angleuc on oven temperature,T,
and pressure. The measured He plug pressure was 270 m
for the scan in Fig. 3, givingNn of 2.631015 cm23 from
pressure balance in ‘‘oven mode.’’ At the operating tempe
ture, the neutral density estimated from the CR cone w
2.131015 cm23, in reasonable agreement with pressure b
ance. The neutral density scaling withT as the Li vapor
changes state isNn5No(To /T)exp(2ro /RT), wherer o is the
heat of vaporization,R is the universal gas constant, andNo
is the density at the temperatureTo . Nn estimated fromuc vs
T is plotted in Fig. 3 along with known values@15#. Cone
peak angles were calibrated using far field measureme
The heat of vaporization,r o , determined from the slope o
Fig. 3~b! came within 5–10% of the known value for L
148.13 kJ/mol@15# both at 676 and 700 nm@16#.

B. Observation of radiation in the presence of plasma

The dependence of the CR spatial profile on plasma p
duction was studied at 676 nm by scanning the relative de
es from left
f

FIG. 2. ~Color! ~a! Far field image (537 °C) shows separate cones for the Li and He regions.~b! Far field wavelength scan from 676 nm
through and below the resonance shows disappearance of Li CR cone, and trends in cone radius and width. Wavelength decreas
to right. Dispersive effects have broadened the cone radius and width in frame 3. The asymmetry in~b! is due to the surface irregularity o
a splitting pellicle added to the system.
2-2
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MEASUREMENTS OF RADIATION NEAR AN ATOMIC . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E64 046502
Dt between thee beam and the ionizing laser by up
50 ms, ~i.e., a few plasma decay times!. Two strong effects
were observed. First,uc shifted inward in the presence o
plasma. Second, the CR cone was riding on a substa
background signal, which appeared in the presence
plasma, with an intensity dependent on wavelength, time
lay Dt, and coalignment.

Figure 4~a! shows the images of a thin foil 1.33 m down
stream from the oven center at 676 nm for delaysDt of 3.5
and 47.5 ms, after subtraction of the baseline radiation p
tern from the red hot oven wick over a 0.5 s integration tim
There are three constituents of these images: a CR con
OTR central spot, and background. Separation of the p
was done by incrementally subtracting images from conse
tive timesteps, starting from laser off and working towa
smaller delays,Dt. Once the slow varying component wa
quantified and removed, the spatially separate CR cone p
angle and OTR width were determined. The CR cone an
systematically decreased with decreasing delay~increasing
plasma density!. At the same time, the OTR images of th
transverse profile of thee beam showed that the number
betatron oscillations executed by thee beam along the length
of the oven decreased by about one oscillation as the pla

FIG. 3. ~Color! ~a! Neutral density estimated from CR and~b!
its functional dependence are plotted for an oven cool down.
solid lines are known vaporization curves@15#.
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density available immediately after laser fire decreased
that of 47 ms after laser fire. Thee-beam spot size wen
through minima at delays of 6 and 37ms. A maximum oc-
curred at 14ms; another maximum was being approach
near zero delay. Substantial increases in the visible ba
ground appeared with decreasing delay with a time cons
on the order of the plasma decay time. These observat
are analyzed in more detail below.

Plasma density causes inward shifting of the CR co
The fractional ionization, (Ni /Nn), whereNi is the ion den-

e

FIG. 4. ~Color! Downstream foil data are shown for two wave
length ranges:~a!,~b! 676.4 nm~1.35 m oven! and~c! 505 nm~1 m
oven!. ~a! Images at high (3.5ms delay! and low (47.5 ms delay!
plasma density. Lineouts show inward shift of CR cone and
crease in visible background level.~b! Plasma density estimate
from inward shift of CR cone angle vs delay.~c! Images atDt,0
and 2.5 ms delay show spatial extent of background and total
tensity collected into 80 nm BW vs delay. The edge in the ima
taken at 2.5ms delay is due to the 2 in. pellicle aperture.
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sity, can be quantified fromuc when the observation wave
length is chosen sufficiently far from resonance so that sh
in v res can be neglected. A baseline measurement with
plasma gives the initial neutral density. Depletion of the n
tral population reduces the cone angle and the ratio to
baseline angle will be proportional toA12Ni /Nn. The
plasma density extracted from the CR cone radius is sh
in Fig. 4~b!. The estimated initial plasma density
2.631014 cm23. The factor of 4 decrease in density
35 ms is approximately the same as measured previo
@12#, but the two experiments have different detailed tim
dependencies.

The plasma density extracted from the CR cone can
compared with that required to produce the observed num
of betatron oscillations in the OTR images of thee-beam
spot size. The relation between plasma density and the b
tron wavelength,lb , assuming that the plasma ions exer
linear restoring force on thee beam, is given bylb

5A2glp}Ne
21/2. Plasma density diagnosis based on m

surement of betatron oscillations has been studied exp
mentally @17,18#. Including the transverse focusing over th
plasma column length and adding the short drift space to
OTR foil, the spot size at the foil was calculated as a fu
tion of plasma density. Notice that for this analysis, given
plasma density that remained at 47ms according to Fig.
4~b!, a spot size minimum at delay greater than 50ms is
expected, implying that the two pinches recorded during
scan were the second and third pinch. The observed beta
oscillations can be modeled using initial plasma densi
1 –231014 cm23 and assuming a flat top Li profile with
lengths of 1.4–1.0 m. The nominal oven length was 1.35
so the latter result would imply either that the effecti
length of the plasma column was shorter~which could result
if the ionizing laser was not perfectly collimated or if th
oven was not in oven mode when these measurements
made! or that there is roughly 50% disagreement betwe
these two measurements of plasma density.

The CR cone radius was also studied as a function of
ionizing laser energy near zero delay. The extracted pla
density was linear with UV fluence. The plasma density
tracted from CR@Fig. 4~b!# is consistent with plasma densit
estimated from UV absorption assuming a 133-mm spot
size, 0.72-mJ incident energy at the plasma, and 14% f
tional ionization.

The dependence of the background intensity on incid
UV fluence and delay at 676 nm was studied. In both ca
the background increased linearly with the plasma den
extracted from the CR cone shift. The timing dependence
the total number of intercepted photons was compared
different wavelengths, 700 nm~40 nm BW, 1% transmission
at 670.8 nm!, 676.4 nm~1.5 nm BW, 1.7% transmission a
670.8 nm!, 632 nm~1 nm BW!, and 505 nm~80 nm BW!.
The background intensity was strong for the 676.4 nm a
505 nm filters, intermittent for the 700 nm filter, but dropp
by three orders of magnitude at 632 nm.

The use of a 505 nm filter provided measurement of ba
ground radiation without additional contributions either fro
Li CR or from RR near 670.8 nm. The measurements w
the 505 nm filter were taken with the 1 m oven@13#. In Fig.
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4~c!, the spatial profiles are compared for negative delaye
beam arrives before laser! and for 2.5 ms delay, along with
the total intercepted intensity plotted against delay,Dt. ~Note
that this includes a constant contribution from OTR.! The
background intensity was steering dependent; the inten
reduced and disappeared as the laser was pivoted upst
from the oven entrance to be out of alignment with thee
beam.

We speculate that additional recombinations, due to w
energy dissipation through ionization and excitation of t
medium, produced the increase in visible background ra
tion @19#, which leaked through the tails in the filter spectr
response. For design values of;100 MeV lost per electron
in the bulk of ane beam with ;1010 particles, the total
stored energy in the wakefield is 3 orders of magnitu
greater than that absorbed from the ionizing laser. Recom
nation light from the UV-ionized plasma only (e beam off!
was recorded as the interference filter was tilted to p
through to the short wavelength side of the atomic spec
line. Because the integration time of the CCD camera is
s, much longer than the relative timing scan of 50–100ms,
recombination of plasma ionized by the UV laser alone c
not explain the delay-dependent effect.

The contribution of synchrotron radiation was consider
because a systematic increase ine-beam steering with in-
creasing plasma density was observed during the sca
Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!, reaching a displacement of 300mm at
the OTR foil 1.33 m downstream from center of the plasm
This corresponds to a bending radius of curvature
;4.43103 m, or an angular deflection of 0.23 mrad of th
e-beam trajectory by the plasma. However, the number
photons expected at 676 nm@20# is several orders of magni
tude too low and the spatial characteristics are inconsis
with that observed. Similarly, the low flux and nearly un
form intensity distribution for visible wavelengths expect
from betatron radiation was not a significant contribution

In this paper, errors are typically a factor of two. Sourc
of error include background subtraction, filter tilts, nonun
form oven profiles, etc. Resonant wavelength shift due to
Stark or Zeeman effect were estimated to be less than 0.1
@21#. Comparison of the ratio of radii of CR cones at 67
700, and 800 nm indicated that these shifts could indeed
neglected.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In conclusion, measurements of radiation from a 30-G
electron beam interacting with a meter long Li heat pi
oven near the 670.8 nm atomic spectral line of Li have be
performed for a plasma wakefield experiment and prov
opportunities for monitoring parameters important to t
wakefield interaction. Cerenkov radiation was utilized in t
limit where the beam energy contributes negligibly to t
phase matched cone angle, which is consequently de
mined directly from the index of refraction of the medium
Neutral density was extracted from the Cerenkov radiat
spatial profile in agreement with the Li vapor pressure cur
The Cerenkov phase matched cone angle responded to
presence of plasma. Plasma density estimated from the
2-4
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enkov cone angle is in rough agreement with an indepen
calibration of the plasma density obtained from simultane
measurements of betatron oscillations downstream from
plasma. Strong increases in the visible background le
were observed near atomic spectral lines, consistent
wakefield energy dissipation through excitation and reco
bination in the medium.

In a future experiment, the error bars on the measu
cone shifts can easily be improved by an order of magnit
with additional extinction of the background signal~at longer
wavelengths with respect to resonance! and a larger field of
view for precise density diagnosis. Time resolving the lo
wavelength Cerenkov radiation cutoff, which is a function
Ne/2Ncr , can give plasma blowout information. Since t
v

l.

-
.
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Stark shift is quadratic with field strength, the short wav
length cutoff offers intriguing possibilities to measure lar
field gradients and, in general, permits studies of atoms
extremely high fields.
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